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STUDY ABROAD:
LIFETIME LEARNING
AND FRIENDSHIPS
From 1993-1998 we worked at Snow
College, in Ephraim, Utah. During
those years, we were a host family
for international study abroad
students from around the world. We
had
students
from
Taiwan,
Netherlands, Switzerland, and Japan
live with us. This provided our family
the rich opportunity to experience
the world, learn about other
countries and cultures, and become
friends with diverse people, all in our
home in rural Utah.
In addition to being a host family,
Jeb worked directly with many
international students as part of his
role as the Youth For Understanding
campus coordinator at Snow
College. His responsibilities included,

"This provided our family the rich opportunity to
experience the world, learn about other countries and
cultures, and become friends with diverse people, all in
our home in rural Utah."
in part, finding host families for all the incoming study abroad
students, taking those students on cultural awareness excursions,
and teaching an ESL enculturation course.
Many of the students we worked with and hosted, became family.
We’ve stayed in contact with several of the students we met
through YFU and study abroad. None more so than Philip, who
lived with us, and another Swiss student, Laure.
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"A quarter-century after being the hosts and
teachers, we became the guests and students."

In 2019, almost twenty-five years after Philip and Laure came as exchange students to the United States, they hosted us
in Switzerland. We travelled to Switzerland where Philip and Laure toured us around their beautiful nation. We took
gondolas and cog-wheel trains to the tops of mountains, rode boats across lakes, visited cities that dated to medieval
times, and visited the bears in Bern, the capital city of Switzerland. We visited Philip’s parents who served us traditional
Swiss fondue. We learned a tremendous amount about the history, geography, and culture of Switzerland. A quartercentury after being the hosts and teachers, we became the guests and students.

- by Jeb and Pam Branin,
United States to Switzerland
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Kapellbrucke
by Jeb Branin,
United States to Switzerland
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Westminster Abbey
by Jeb Branin,
United States to United Kingdom

A TRIP, A MUSEUM,
AND A BOOK

Since December 2019, I have read and reread Red, White,
and Royal Blue by Casey McQuiston about seven times. It’s
the most I have ever reread a book. For anyone unfamiliar,
Red, White, and Royal Blue is Alex and Henry’s love story,
which is complicated because Alex is the First Son of the
United States and Henry is the Prince of Wales, and they have
to keep it all a secret.
My favorite scene is near the two-thirds mark of the book. In
it, Henry and Alex race through the streets of Kensington at
two in the morning and wander through the Victoria and
Albert Museum together. Of course, that’s an
oversimplification of the scene, but when we were asked at
our first in-person meeting for my study abroad what we
were most excited to see while we were in London, I instantly
thought of it: the two of them dancing in front of a
Renaissance high alter to “Your Song.”
I could have said just about anything to answer what I was
most excited about. We were seeing six West End shows, and
I was going to look into buying tickets to at least one more
show on my own. I was going to see iconic London staples
that everyone knows and adores, more history than I could
possibly comprehend, and even the place they filmed the
Harry Potter movies. That last one was what my family
thought I would be most excited about since I have been a
fan of the books since I was seven years old. Most had no
idea about the V&A when I told them, but I could not shut up
about the V&A.
On May 9th, 2022, I finally got to the place I’d been
dreaming about. We’d been in London for five days by then,

and it had been incredible. We had already seen
Buckingham Palace, the British Museum, the Tower of
London, Phantom of the Opera, Much Ado About Nothing,
and so much more, but I was practically vibrating from
excitement about that day. We were seeing two museums
and had an optional walk around Kensington Gardens to see
the palace and the Albert Memorial. So, I knew I wasn’t
going to get the time I wanted in the V&A, but I didn’t care
that much. I was finally there.
When I walked into the V&A, I thought I would die right there.
Blue and green swirls of glass hung from the domed ceiling
that filtered in the sunlight and shone on the white tiled
floors. Beautiful carved columns and arches led to hallways
and rooms filled with art. I looked to the right of the main
entrance and found exactly what I was looking for.
I, coincidentally, immediately found the first statue I was
hoping to see. Front and center of my view was Samson. Or,
to be more specific, the statue titled Samson Slaying a
Philistine. It’s a marble statue of a man with a club raised in
his hand with another man cowering and fearful below him.
It’s barbaric, but when you look closer, you can see the
carved muscle of Samson’s arm, the curl of his victim’s hair,
and the veins in his neck. It’s a horrific kind of beautiful.
I marveled at the statuary around me that I had only read
about in a silly romance novel. These were solid and real,
and the feeling of even being near these pieces that were so
valuable and so beautiful was overwhelming. Zephyr,
Narcissus, Prosperina, Jason, all carved by hand and older
than I could fathom. The building keeping them safe was
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Bridge of Sighs
by Jeb Branin,
United States to United Kingdom

modern in comparison. There’s a
400-year gap between myself
and Samson. How is the human
brain supposed to comprehend
that when it looks like someone
painted a person’s skin gray and
told them to stay there standing
still?
Like Henry and Alex, I went further
into the room. There’s the alter, a
beautiful white, red, and black
alter carved with Santa Chiara
and Saint Francis of Assisi in their
niches. I’m not a religious person,
so I didn’t feel a prick of tears at
feeling the spirit of a higher being
in this hallowed room. Instead, I
felt like crying as my blue skirt
twirled around me while the lyrics
of a song from 1970 played
through my head, and I imagined
two men only a few years older
than me swaying in this very room.

"I wished I could soak the entire
museum into my skin..."
A young Mexican man with curling hair kissing the
hand of another young man, this one tall, regal,
and blonde. If anyone could look into my head at
that moment, they’d probably think I was insane.
Why am I thinking about two gay men in this room
dedicated to church relics?
What they wouldn’t understand is being in this
room and seeing all of these things solidified in my
brain that it’s real. That room is real; that museum
is real. It doesn’t matter whether Alex and Henry
are real or not because the places they were in
this novel are real. They can be real enough in their
own niche carved into my heart, like Santa Chiara.
They wouldn’t understand that these two fictional
men got me through world crisis after world crisis
and led me to a whole world of fiction I can’t live

without. They brought to life ideas
I never knew I had and parts of me
I was too scared to explore. They
didn’t need to be real to change
my life, but seeing what they saw
changed me further.
I went back to the museum on our
free day because I didn’t get
enough time. I spent five hours in
the V&A. I read another LGBTQIA
book on a bench in that exhibit. I
wished I could soak the entire
museum into my skin so it would
never leave me. I wanted to
become a fairy that lives in the
tiny crevices and explores at night.
I considered finding a way to live
in London, oh so far away from
everyone I know in Utah, just so I
could attach a tether between my
heart and that place, and I
wouldn’t have to fear it snapping.
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I say I didn’t do that; I tell people I
don’t think I could live there, but the
truth is my heart is left in London, and
I can feel the tug for it almost every
day. The sound of cobblestones, the
rush of hot air from the passing train,
and the thought that I am surrounded
by history we’ll never fully uncover.
And, of course, the ability to look out
on a street or a building and be
reminded
of
characters
that
changed my brain chemistry. That
glowing, warm bubble of air that
filled my chest every time I realized
the things that had happened on
these streets was something I could
get used to.
I am forever changed by a trip, a
museum, and a book.
I thanked a lot of people for the
whole experience, but I’ve yet to say
these. Thank you, Alex. Thank you,
Henry. Thank you, Casey.
And here I raise a toast to statues,
fountains, and churches and repeat
the thoughts of Alex Claremont-Diaz
and millions before and after him.
“Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, amen."

Street View
by Eliesia Clark,
United States to the United Kingdom

- by Hailea Drummond
United States to the United Kingdom

St. Pancras (left) and
National Firefighters Memorial (right)
by Jeb Branin,
United States to United Kingdom
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LAS ESTRELLAS
MÁS BRILLIANTE
Brillan brillantes
En la oscuridad
Que proporcionan luz
Por perdida
Solo en la noche
Vagando por los calles
Fuera de Vista
Sin esperanza
Se toma todo su fuerza
Pero al final de la día
Miran hacia el cielo
Mirar las estrellas
Brillando
Les Dan una razón mirar arriba
Para crear una luz en la noche más oscura

by Jaycee Carter,
United States to Guatemala

They shine brightly
In the darkness
They provide light
For the lost
Alone in the night
Wandering the streets
Out of sight
Without hope
It takes all their strength
But at the end of the day
They look to the sky
And see the stars
Shining
They give them a reason to look up
To create a light in the darkest night
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